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ABSTRACT

This paperdescribes initial studies related to the effects of volcanism on performance of the proposed

Yucca Mountain radioac'rdvewaste repository, and to the general processes of magmatism in the Yucca Mountain

region. Volcanism or igneous activity can affect the repository performance by ejection of waste onto the earth's

surface (eruptive effects), or by subsurface effects of hydrothermal processes and altered hydrology if an intrusion

occurs within the repository blcck. Initial, conservative calculations of the volume of waste that might be erupted

during a small-volume basaltic eruption (such as those which have occurred in the Yucca Mountain region)

indicate that regulatory limits might be exceeded. Cmrent efforts to refine these calculations, based upon field

studies at analog sites, are described. Studies of subsurface effects are just beginning, and are currently focussed

on field studies of intrusion properties and contact metamoq_hism at deeply eroded analog sites. General

processes of magmatism are important for providing a physical basis for predictions of future volcanic activity.

Initial studies have focussed on modeling basaltic magma chambers in conjunction with petrographic and

geochemical studies. An example of the thermal-fluid dynamic evolution of a small basaltic sill is described, based

on numericalsimulation. Quantificationof eruptionconditionscan provide valuable informationon the overall

magmatic system. We are developing quantitativemethods for mappingpyroclasticfacies of small basalticcenters

and, in combinationwith two-phase hydrodynamic simulation, using this information to estimate eruption

conditions. Examples of such hydrodynamic simulations are presented, along with comparison to an historical

eruptionin Hawaii.
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INTRODUC'nON

This paper reports studies of three classes of issues related to magmatism at Yucca Mountain. The first of

these is the consequence of small-volume basaltic eruptions penewating the repository. Work related to this issue

isfocussedprimarilyon constrainingthevolumeofwastethatcouldbeeruptedontothesurfaceofYucca

Mountain(the_ble environment),andrelicson datacollcc_fromanalogvolcanoesinthesouthwestern

UnitedStates.The secondclassofissuesisthatofsubmn'faceeffectsofmagmaticactivitywithintherepository

block, regardless of whether such activity produces a surface eruption. A combination of analog studies at deeply

eroded basaltic centers and modeling of hydrothermal/magmatic processes is being used to understand the means

by whichthissubmtffaceactivitymay acceleratethereleaseofwastetotheaccessibleenvironment.The thirdclass

ofissuesrelatestogeneralphysicalmechanismsofmagmatismintheYuccaMountainregion,includ_-gmelt

generation,storage,ascent,anderuption.The goalofthisresearchistoticregionalandlocalgeophysical,

petrochemical,geochronological,andgeologicalobservationswithphysicalprocessesinordertoprovidea

mechanisticfoundationforpredictionsofvolcanicactivity.

The risk (R) of volcanic activity at Yucca Mountain during the lifetime of the proposed repository has

been defined as

R = {EI*E2*E3} , (1)

where E1 is the probability of an event in the Yucca Mountain regiou, E2 is the probability that such an event will

occur within the repository block, and E3 is the probability of exceeding regulatory release limits, given E1 and

E2. The first part the conditional probability represented by equation (1), El*E2, has been described

prcviouslyl,2; it represents the probability of a igneous event penetrating the repository. Guidlines provided in 40

CFR 191 Appendix B state that ifr is less than 10-8 per year, volcanism may not be a significant licensing issue

for the Yucca Mountain site.
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The goal of our work is to boundeach of theparameters, El, E2, and E3, in order to provide information

for site suitabilitydeterminations and for site suitability issues. Below we present preliminary estimates of E3 for

thescenario of a magmaticevent interseoJngthe repositoryandfeeding an eruption. Work in progress is

presentedto show how we are refining the E3 calculation for such a case. We also discuss work in progress on

understanding E3 for subsurface processes associatedwith magmatism. Finally, more general researchis

presented to understandthe physical bases for E1 and E2.

ERUFHVE EFFF.L_S

If a magmatic event penetrates the repository and continues to the surface to form a volcanic eruption, it is

expected thatsome repository materialwill be ejected onto the surfaceof the mountain. The most likely type of

event is a basaltic scotia-cone and lava-flow forming eruption3. The maximumeruptedvolume of magma for

such scoria cones in the Yucca Mountain region is 108 m3. We assume that the original mountain surface, before

partialburial by ejecta, is the _ible environment from a regulatory perspective. It is most likely that magma

would risethrough the repository as a near-vertical dike, assuming the shafts and tunnels have been properly

backfiUed. If backfilling is not complete, or has settled substantially, it is possible that some or ali of the magma

may be diverted into the shaft and tunnel complex. Any magma that is diverted in this manner is unlikely to reach

the surface, and does not play a further role in our analysis of eruptive effects.

Inorder for waste to be erupted, it must first be entrainedinto the upward-flowing magma. The process

of entrainmeat is probablyquite complex and is not easily treated by theory; our approach instead focusses on data

from analog volcanoes. We conservatively assume that radioactive waste in the wall of a dike has the same

probability of being entrained as the wall rocks. This is conservative because the waste is actually much denser

than the wall rocks, and because during much of the repository lifetime the waste will remain in cannisters and in

rod form. The eannisters have lengths that are of the same order as expected dike widths (0.5 - 5.0 m), so that

waste entrainment would act_ally be much less likely than wall rock entrainment. Thus the volume fraction of
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eruptedwall rock 0ithic fragments) in analog volcanoes can be used to provide a conservative estimate of erupted

waste.

Dikes can either propagatetheir own, self-generated fracture, or can follow pre-existing fractures under

suitableconditions4. Once a fraean_ is created, magma overpressure pushes the dike walls apart, creating a local

compressionin the rocks adjacentto the dike5. In general the magmadoes not exhume a volume of wall rock

equal to the volume of the dike. Thus we argue that the thickness of the dike does not greatly affect the amount of

wall materialthat is available forentrainment, although we also note that thicker dikes commonly imply larger

eruptive volumes (the dike thickness does play a role in subsurface effects, though). Dike orientations, based on

current extension direction and orientations of preexisting faults, are likely to lie between due N and about N35OE

(dike strike). The worst-case scenario would be a dike injected along the long dimension of the repository, which

is roughly 3.8 km long and oriented approximately N5OE. Current repository designs have the cannister rows

orientedat45° to the extension direction,in which case it is highly unlikely that a dike could perfectly coincide

with a row. The release calculation given below is not sensitive to these considerations.

Previous work3 has indicated that the maximum volume of lithic fragments in Strombolian scotia cones

is about 0.06% of the total pyroclast volume. The total volume of erupted lithics for an eruption with a total

volume of 108 m3 would then be 6.0 x 104 m3. Some fraction of this will actually be derived from the repository

horizon.

Lithic fragments can be derived from almostany depth in a dike filled with ascending magma, although

they are most likely to be derived from shallow depths where the magma-gas mixture is moving at the highest

velocities. Forthis conservative calculation we will assume that eruptedlithicfragments are derived in even

proportionsfromalldepthsdown to the base ofthe repository (Figure la). The thicknessofthe zone ofwaste

emplacementwill be approximately 5 m (the length of vertically-emplacedwaste containers),while the average

depth to the repository is about 300 m. Thus the repository horizon comprises 1.7% of the total thickness of lithic

derivation,implying that about 1020 m3 of the erupted lithic material will actually be from the repository horizon.
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The volume of waste perpackageis 1.1m3; 35,000 containersspreadovera repositoryareaof about5.6 x 106

m2 would comprise0.14% of the repository volume. Underthese conditions, 1.5m3 of waste would be ejected.

Note that the numberof waste packages intersectedat depthmay be larger,butonly some fractionof these actually

travelto the surfaceandareerupted.

Estimates of regulatory release limits range from one to three waste packages equivalents. The above

conservative consequence calculation suggests that release limits might be exceeded under the assumed conditions,

implying thatE3 - 1.0.

We are refining the release calculations by studying in detail how wall rock erosion varies as a function of

depth in the volcanic plumbing system. Field observations suggest that most conduit erosion occurs within the

uppermost few tens of meters in the conduit, to produce a flaring geometry (Figure lb). If this is the ease, the

most of the 0.06% proportionof lithic fragments in an eruption will be derived from levels above the repository

horizon, which would decrease the calculated value of E3. We are taking two approaches to this problem. The

first is to look ateroded volcanic centers such as Paiute Ridge (NrS) where basaltic conduits and dikes are

exposed by faulting and erosion. This allows us to directly o_hservethe conduit shape as a function of depth as it

was during the final phases of the eruptions. The second approach is to study lithic fragments in young scoria

cones that eruptedthrough well-characterized basement stratigraphy. One example of this is the Red Cone - Black

Cone center in CraterFlat, where a well has been drilled in close proximity. Erupted lithics can be matched to a

depth based on the stratigraphy in the weil. Other examples we are studying are the San Francisco and Vulcan's

Throne volcanic fields in Arizona. These volcanoes erupted through the well-characterized, layer-cake

stratigraphy of the Colorado Plateau. Again, the hope is that erupted lithic fragments can be matched to depths of

origin, so that erosion as a function of depth can be quantified.



SUBSURFACE EFFECTS

Magmaticevents can also affectthe repositoryperformanceby processesthatdo not involve actual

eruptionof waste; any shallow intrusioncan have these effects whetheror not magma rises ali theway to the

surface and erupts. Here we consider only intrusive events that occur direc0y below, in, or above the repository

horizon (i.e., within the repository block) as either dikes or sills. Studies to constrain E3 for subsurface effects

fall into two categories: (1) effects causedby the thermal influence of magmaticactivity (short term effects), and,

(2) hydrologic effects caused by the presence of cooled intrusive bodies and the changed hydrologic properties of

the host rocks (long term effects).

The first consequence analysis for an igneous intrusionthrough the repository was attemptedduring 1990

as part of the performance assessment ealculational exercises (PACE-90), coordinated by the Yucca Mountain Site

CharacterizationProject Office. In this analysis, G. Zyvoloski and G. Valentine studied the air convection that

results from intrusionof a basaltic dike in the unsaturated zone. In the unsaturated zone, the dike cooling is

dominated by thermal diffusion, which is very slow. Pore air convects quite rapidly but only accounts for about

20% of the total cooling. The air convection can, however, carry volatile radionuclides to the accessible

environment, lt became clear duringthe analysis that more characterization work is needed to better understand

the types of processes that must be accounted for in consequence analyses.

We are now focusing on collecting fielddata pertaining to the factors that determine intrusion geometry,

cooling histories of intrusions, the importance of magmatic volatiles in the resulting hydrothermal systems, contact

metamorphism, effects of intrusions on long-term hydrology, and whether the probability of a nonemptive

intrusion in the repository block is equal to the probability of an eruption through it. A field area that we have

been studying in detail for these purposes is the Paiute Ridge area (eastern Nevada Test Site; Figure 2), where

alkali basalts intruded Paintbrush and Ttmber Mountain tufts about eight million years ago3,6,7. The structural

system at Paiute Ridge 8 Ma was a rift, 15-20 km long (N-S) by 4-8 km wide. Basaltic dikes, sills, conduits, and
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eruptive products are ali exposed within a small area. Becattse _ basalts intruded tufts that are very similar to

those at Yucca Mountain, the contact metamorphic effects can be directly applied to repository problems.

SeveralimportantobservationshavebeenmadeatPaiutcRidge.Forexample,althougheruptions

apparentlyocc_ onlyontheflooroflhcgraben,dikesdidintrudetoshallowdepthswithinthesurrounding

horstblocks(Figure3).Thisobservation,_ally ifitholdstrucatotherlocations,may affectthecalculation

ofintrusionprobabilities.MostdikesatPaiuteRidgeareparallelorcoplanarwithnormalfaultsthatwerepresent

duringthemagmaticactivity;thisisacommongcomctricrelationandhasbeennotedinotherareasinsouthern

Nevada8.TheexceptionsatPaiuteRidgearesmalldikesthatradiateoutwardfromplugsorconduits.Mostofthc

dikesform,alongpartoftheirlengths,enechelonsets.Some dike,slocallyfedsills;thethickestsill(~50m)

differentiated in situ to syenite7. Paleomagnetic studies are currently being carried out by J. Geissman ('University

of New Mexico) to check for multiple intrusive events and for magma emplacement mechanisms.

The host tufts (mainly bedded Paintbrush Tufts, andRainier Mesa memberof the Timber Moumain

Tuff6) were mostly nonwelded prior to emplacement of the intrusions. Heat and stress from the intrusions

resulted in various degrees of welding, which requires temperatures in excess of about 600 C depending on the

water content of the tufts and the applied stress; higher temperatures are required for welding of dry tuff9,10.

Around dikes the maximum degree of welding most commonly occurs in the tuff immediately adjacent to the

dike/tuff contact. Welding in such eases is manifested by the presence of flattened pumice fragments, decreased

porosity, local development of vitrophyre zones, and increased resistance to erosion compared to unaffected tuff

(Figure 4a). Welding effects decrease to zero at distances of 1-5m from dike margins in most cases, although one

example has been found where the maximum welding is offset from the margin by about 0.5 m (Figure 4b); this

may be related to interaction between heat and hydrothermal waters. Flattening of pumice fragments produces a

fabricor foliation that is parallel to the plane of the dike, a result of the compressive stress exerted by the flowing

magma on the wall rocks. Welding adjacent to sills produces subhorizontal foliation. The rocks overlying some

of the larger sills at Paiute Ridge sagged over the center parts of the sills. Welding and hydrothermal alteration

occurredforseveraltensofmetersabovetheselargesills.



Welding, withloss of porosity and development of foliation, is importantfrom the perspectiveof

consequence analysis. Firstly, it can be used to constrain modelingof the thermal and hydrothermal processes that

may affectthe repositoryif an intrusionwere emplacedthroughit or nearby. Weldingis sensitive to the presence

of hot water,andthe degreeof welding plus any alterationproductscan be used to determinethe durationof the

thermalevent andits strength. Hydrothermalprocesses in the repository horizon couldcause rapidcorrosion of

waste packagesandacceleratedu'ansportof radionuclidesto the _sible environmentby eitherliquid- or vapor-

phase transport, asmentioned above. Second, welding alters the hydrologic propertiesof the rock, so that when

the thermal perturbationfroman intrusion hasdecayedaway, the new groundwaterflow field may be different

comparedto its pre-intn_ion state. The increasedcompetence of the newly welded tufts may enhancefracture

flow, especially with the presence of the welding foliation. Alternatively,loss of porosity may produce a

permeability barrierthat causeslocal increases in hydraulichead,resultingin fastpaths formigration and

acceleratedwastepackagecorrosion.

The hydrologic properties of the dike itself may produce important changes in the long term groundwater

flow. These properties are poorly known at this time; it is likely that they can vary widely, especially in terms of

unsaturated flow properties. If a dike cools to form a relatively competent and intact body that is at a high angle to

the direction of groundwater flow, perching may result. A possible example of this is found at Paiute Ridge,

where a springoccurs on the upgradient side of a major dike. We are currently investigating whether this perching

is cattsed by the dike itself, or by the presence of a depositional contact between the Paintbrush Tufts and

underlyinglimestones, or by a combination of both.

ERUFHON AND MAGMA DYNAMICS

The physics of magmatic processesprovideimportantconstraintson the overall magmaticsystem that

produces small basaltic centers in the Yucca Mountain region. The data being collected on these centers, including



geochronology, geochemistry, petrology, physical volcanology, and geophysics, provide information on the

timing of eruptions, compositional variations, magma source regions, depths of reservoirs, presence of partial

melts, volumes of eruptions, and the eruption conditions. Ali of these factors must be understood in order to have

a physical basis for prediction of future behavior.

The Lathrop Wells basaltic centerappears to have erupted basalt sporadically since about 150 ka, with the

youngest eruptions being as recent as 20 ka2,11,12,13,14. The total volume of eruptedmaterial at the center is

about 5.7x107 m3, so that each eruptive event comprises a relatively small volume. An aspect that is important

to understand is the mechanisms by which these small volumes of magma erupt within such a focused area. The

time between eruptions (probably on the order of 104 years) is much longer than characteristic cooling times of the

feeder dikes (a few days to weeks), so it seems unlikely that each event follows the path of previous events as a

result of thermal memory. The erupted magmas are mostly free of phenocrysts, but geochemical evidence

suggests that significant fractionation must have taken piace in the magma reservoir(s) at depths of about 30 km 12.

Isotopic evidence suggests that there have been at least two separate batches of magmal2. We are currently

studying the dynamics of small volume basaltic magma chambers by numerical simulation with the goal of gaining

an understanding of these observations.

Magma Chamber Modeling

The first scenario that we are modeling is that of a small basaltic sill emplaced into cool country rock.

Dimensions of 10 m thickness by 30 m wide were chosen for a cross section based on dimensions of sills at

Paiute Ridge, where excellent exposures of sills allow us to directly check the field implications of the modeling.

Because the modeled sill is much longer than it is wide, we are ableto carry out computations in two dimensions.

The governing equations for this system and a brief description of the numerical solution technique are given in

Appendix A. Magma viscosity is strongly temperature _ent; we use a viscosity function that accounts for the

effects of crystals on the viscosity15. For our initial studies (Figure 5), the viscosity of all the magma in the

chamber depends on the maximum temperature in the chamber at a given time. Studies in progress are modeling

the full local temperature dependence of viscosity, plus effects of melting and crystallization.



One of our first calculations showmany of the important features of convection in chambers that are

surrounded by initially cool rock (Figure 5). Heat diffuses through the thick wall very slowly, which has an

importanteffect on convection. Initiallythechamber canbe thought of as two parts:the bottom half, which is

dynamicallystable (cooler, denser on the bottom), and the top half, which is unstable(cooler, denser on the top).

After initial emplacement, themagma firstcools throughthe thermal boun_ury layeralong its contact with the

country rock. As the boundary layer thickens,the part along the roof and sidewalls becomes unstable and forms

downwelling plumes, while the boundarylayer along the bottomcontact simply grows by thermaldiffusion. In

conventional convection studies the bottomboundaryis maintained at a constant, high temperatureand the top at a

low temperature, and plumes or convection cells generally penetrate the entire thicknessof the chamber. In the

example in Figure 5, however, the plumes carrycool fluid downward from the top boundary until they reachthe

level in the bottom bolmdarylayer wherethe local temperatureequals the temperatureat thecore of the plume. At

mat level the plume spreadsout laterally and adds materialto the bottom boundarylayer. ActuaLly,each plume has

its own thermal structure with the coolest fluid being in the plume core, and an increasing temperature toward Eie

edge of the plume. As a fluid in the plume enters the bottom boundary layer the outer margins of theplume begin

to spread laterally at higher levels than the core of the plume, each part spreading at the level where the local

temperatureequals the temperature of that partof the plume.

Conventional convection studies with constant boundary temperatur_ (bottom hotter than top) produce

both downwelling and upwelling plumes, which together can form convective cells. In the configuration

described above (Figure 5) the downwelling plumes enter a stably stratified environment in the bottom half of the

magma chamber. A characteristic of stably stratified fluids is that vertical mixing is retarded. Thus the plumes

merely spread out at their neutral density levels and quietly add to the stable portion of the chamber, which grows

at the expense of the upper, unstable portion. Some upward flow does occur in the upper part of the chamber,

between the center and wall plumes, but it is very weak and diffuse, lt is expected that most crystallization would

take piace in situ within the bottom stable part of the chamber,and along the side and top contacts. We are

currently woflcing on modeling this system with crystallization fully accounted for and with a wide range of

10



physical dimensions. Understanding these systems will provide insight into how cooling/crystallization processes

may act to trigger eruptions in the Yucca Mountain region.

Eruption Dynamics Modeling

Another important set of observations that can be used to constrain eruptionand magma dynamics is the

facies distribution of the volcanic deposits. Basaltic volcanoes at CraterFlat have produeeMboth lava flows and

pyroclastic material3, the latterforming the main cone constructs and more widespread fallout sheets. These

facies, or types of deposits, are produced by eruptionsof gas and magma clots. The eruptionsmay take the form

of relatively steady jets and fountains (Hawaiian eruptions), or of intermittent orfrequently-repeated bursts of

material that form short-lived fountains and ballisticallyejected bombs (Strombolian eruptions). The development

of a given facies depends on the local rate of accumulation of clasts and their temperaturel 6 (Figure 6). The

distribution of facies, which reflects the spatial variations in accumulation rate and temperature, depends on the

eruption dynamics, namely, the magma discharge rate,volatile content, vent radius, and clast size.

We arecarryingout two-phase flow modeling of basaltic pyrvclastic eruptions. To date we have studied a

suite of conditions for Hawaiian style eruptions. The model computes the flow of gas with dispersed particles.

The particles and gas arecoupled togetherby drag (momentum exchange) and heat exchange terms,but otherwise

theirrelative motion is independent. The model equations and description of the numerical technique aregiven in

Appendix B.

Two approaches have been used to determine appropriate eruption conditions. The first approach is

determined by theoretical analysis of the ascending flow in the volcanic conduit 17. This conduit analysis assumes

thatthe gas and liquid magmaphases am in thermalequilibriumandthat their velocities are equal (the

homogeneous flow approximation),and that the pressure in the conduit is equalto the local lithostatic

pressure17,18. Eruptionconditions, determined by the homogeneous conduit flow theory, am shown for the

four mns discussedhere in Table 1. Basaltic eruptions, however, commonly arenot characterizedby

homogeneous flow in the conduitbecauseof significantrelative motion between the gas andliquid phases19,20;
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thisis especially truefor Strombolianeruptions,which arecaused by the ,,:oal_ andrise of largegas bubbles

throughthe magma cohmm, l'lms we also model eruption conditions that are based on magma discharge rate,

vent size, and clast velocity, with the velocity and mass fraction of the gas at the vent being dependent variables (in

the homogeneous flow tre.annent,the gas content is an indetg_ent variable); this modeling is not discussed here.

Run 8 (Figure 7) Imsa mass dischargerate, vent radius, and volatile content that was observed during

some relatively less energetic fountaining phases of the 1984 eruptionsofPuu Oo vent, Kilauea, Hawaii21. This

simulation thus serves as a useful valieation experiment. Simulaaxl fotmtain height (70-80 m) commres quite well

with of fountain height at Puu Oo during some of the weaker eruptive events. The accumulation rate,

obtained by multiplying the clast volume fraction by the downward clastvelocity at the bottom of the

computational mesh, varies with radial distance fixnnthe vent (Figure 8) in a marinerthat also compares well with

observations. Maximum acetanulation rate occurs at a distaa_c.eof about 35-40 m from the vent center, and decays

rapidly to zero at a distance of 80 m. For an eruption that is sugaimd at these conditions, the highest point on the

crater rim would be located at the radius of maximum deposition, producing a crater of 70-80 na diameter, andthe

entire cone wouldbe about 160 m in diameter,although in reality these dimensions may be larger due to avalanche

_ses that sustain the cone slopes at angles less than or equal to the angle of repose. For comparison, the

crater at Puu Oo had a diameter of about 100 m and the cone diameterwas about 350 m by the end of the eruptions

in 198421,but it is important to note that the cone-forming eruptionshad a wide range of conditions .and

occasionally produced fountains of 400 m height, which can easily account for the differences between simulated

and naaaal results in this case (fountain heights arethe only true real t/me data that we have on the eruption

dynamics). Temperatureof depositing clasts is highest (~ 11300C) at a distance of 30 m, and decreases to about

600 C at the outer margin of deposition (Figure 8). At Puu Oo, the deposi,,ing clasts were hot enough on the inner

alol_ of the crater to coalesce and feed lava flows, hhoseon the upperparts of the c.oneslopes were sufficiently

hot to weia andlocally form_ rootless lava flows (Figure7), while the outermost slopes are comprisedmainly of

loose scoria. These facies comparewell with the simulatedtemperaturevariations. Overall,we feel thatwten the

complexity of the natnral eruptions are eomidered, the simulations are.fairly accurate and compare well with

nature.
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Anotherset of observationsthat can be used for validationarethose relatedto generalcone morphology.

The averageratio of craterdiameterto cone diameteris about0.4, basedon a survey of 910 cones worldwide22.

Inspectionof accumulationrateversus radialdistance for the four runsdiscussed here (Figures8, 9), shows that

maximum_ulation does indeedoccur at distancesof about0.4 of thedistanceto the outerlimit of

accumulation, lt is important to point out that the _ts of the simulations can only be applied to facies variations

within single deposits (layers) that were produced by a single combination of eruption conditions. Comparisonof

simulationresultswith a given setof conditionswill rarely applyto an entire cone constructbecause most cones

arebuilt frommany eruptiveepisodes with varying conditions, and are subjected to otherprocesses such as

hydrovolcanic explosions.

Run 3 has an exit velocity that is similar to mn 8, but its magmadischarge rate is an order of magnitude

larger. This implies a much lower volatile content (Table 1). The maximum aecurnulation rate for run 3 is nearly

two orders of magnitude higher than that for run 8, but because of the similar velocities the location of maximum

accumulationis nearly identical for the two runs (Figure 8). The clast temperature in mn 3 is relatively low

because of the lower simulated eruption temperature, but tmlike theother three simulations temperaturedecays

more slowly out to intermediate distances (~ 50 m), and beyond which the decay is more dramatic. In the geologic

record this type of eruption would most likely be represented as cones where material that fell into the inner crater

and the proximal outer slopes would coalesce and flow away as lava, and only the outermost slopes of partially

welded and loose scoria would remain as the cone.

Run 4 has a much highervelocity and a higherdischargeratethan rm_s3 and 8, but also has a relatively

high volatile content (Table 1). It produces a relatively high fountain thatdisperses pyroclasts overa wider area

(Figure 8). Because the clasts have relatively long traveltimes in the fountain, they are relatively cool by the time

they aredeposited. Although the maximum accmnulation rate is high (- .04 m/s at 80 m fromthe vent center), the

low temperature of theclasts will likely prevent any welding or coalescetr.e, producing a deposit that consists

almost entirely of loose scotia.
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The conditionsof run4 were duplicatedfor run9, except thatthe latterhas coarserpyroclastsize and

highertemperature(Table 1). The largerparticlesin mn 9 areless affectedby gas flow field, andareable to

follow pathsthat aremore nearlyballistic than those in run4. The resultis an offset of the maximum

accumulationdistance, away fromthevent relativeto run 4 (Figure 9). The highereruptiontemperatureand larger

particlesize in run9 produces relativelyhotterdeposits,which may weld. Comparedto runs 3 and 8, deposits

fromruns4 and9 have more gradualvariationsin accumulationrateandtemperaturewith increasingdistancefrom

vent,an effect thatis mainly dueto the differencesin eruptionvelocities.

These areonly initial results,but the possible applications of this modelingare importantand exciting.

More simulationsovera widerrangeof conditions, plus quantification of the influence of accumulation rate and

temperature on deposit facies, will allow us to constraineruption conditions at scoria cones based on the

distributionof these facies. For example, the most recenteruption of A-cone at the Cima volcanic field produced a

cone with !oose scoria on the outer slopes, welded spatter on the craterslopes, and an aa lava flow. The presence

of the aa flow implies dischargerates in excess of 3x104 kg/s23, and the pyroclastic facies variations suggest a

dischargerate on the orderof 105 lc,g/s, based on the _ove simulations. The main cone at Lathrop Wells consists

almost entirely of loose scoria, which would suggest relatively higherdischarge rates, although sparse bombs on

the crater rimsuggest that the eruption may have closul with a brief Strombolian phase. Smatl aa flows around

theLathropWells cone indicate dischargerates in excess of 3x104 kg/s, but these must have been very short lived

eruptions to produce P3ws of such limited extent. This type of information wiUbe very useful in understanding

the overatlmagma dynamics system at CraterFlat.

SUlVlMARY

We have reportedon work in progressrelatedto conswainingboth E1 (probability of eruption) and F_.3

(consequences). Consequence analysis foreruptiveeffects is being addressedmainly by studies of the lithic
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distributions in analog volcanoes. Consequence analysis of subsurface effects is being addressed by studies at

analog sites such as Paiute Ridge, which will be combined with modeling. Understanding the overall magma-

dynamic system is important for providing a physical basis for predictior _f future behavior. To date we have

begun magmachamberstudies with smallsill geometries. Eruptionmodeling basedon multiphaseflow is being

used to constrain magmadischarge mms and volatile contents. Takentogether and combined with other volcanism

research being carried out_these different approaches will provide a comprehensive understanding of volcanism in

the Yucca Mountain region and its possible impacts on the proposed repository.

APPENDIX A -MAGMA CHAMBER MODEL

The goveming equationsandnumericalsolution techniquefor ourmagmachamber model have been

developed andreportezlin the literatureby B.J.Tr'avis(Los Alamos National Laboratory)24,25. The governing

equationsare:

V.u = 0 , (A-l)

V2.u = VP -Ra Tz , (A-2)

/}T
_---_-+ (u.V)T = V2T , (A-3)

where u is the velocity, P is pressure,T is temperature,z is the unitverticalvector, t is time. The Rayleigh

number,Ra, is defined by

fig AT D 3
, (A-4)K'v
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where fl is the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, g is the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration, AT is a

characteristic temperature difference which occurs overa distanceD, scisthe thermal diffusivity, and v is the

kinematic viscosity. Equation A1-1 is conservation of mass for the incompressible fluid. Equation A1-2 is

conservation of momentum using the standard Boussinesque approximation. Equation Al-3 is conservation of

specific internal energy, which can be expressed in terms of temperature for incompressible flow. These

equations also incorporatethe assumlx/on of infinite Prandtl number, which is appropriatefor magmatic

convection problems.

The finite-difference numerical solution to these equations is laid out in Ref. 25, and will notbe repeated

in detail here. The finite difference gridfor the calculation shown here (carriedout by B. Travis and G. Valentine)

includes 60 zones within the fluid partof the domain. This is ample resolution for this scenario, which has an

initial Rayleigh number of about 108, based upon the half thickness of the "sill" and AT defined as the initial

magmatic temperature minus the solidus temperature. Velocity was held at zero for the part of the domain that is

outside the fluid region, thus allowing only thermal diffusion in that part.

For the simulation discussed in the text (Figure 5), the following materialpropertieswere used: ]3= 6.0 x

10-5 / oC, reference density at 800 oc of 2750 kghn3, and r= 8.0 x 10-6 m2/s. The temperature dependent

kinematic viscosity is given by

v = 0.1|11.02-r 1,2x 104 1/-2.5 mZ/s (A-5)T JI.

a formulation that accounts for the effects of crystals on bulk viscosity. This relationship is valid between

temperatures of about 1090 oC and the liquidus temperature. Below 1090 oC the magma is so crystal rich that it

behaves as a solid on the time scale of magmatic flow phenomena. These properties and relationships can be

found in Refs. 15, 27, 28.
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Although not listed in the equations above, compositional variations and their effects on flow (i.e., double

diffusive convection) can also be included24; sucheffects are important in magmatic processes26 and will be

accounted for as our study progresses.

APPENDIX B - TWO-PHASE FLOW ERUPTION MODEL

The approachused here to model eruptive jets, fountains, andplumes is to solve the full set of ,xvo-phase,

compressible Navier-Stokes equations29 for injection of a hot, particle-ladengas into a cool atmosphere. Each

phase is modeled as a continmtm, one of the phases being compressible (thevapor phase), and the other being

incompressible (the particles or magma clots). The two continua occupy the same space, but ali transport

quantitiesaremultipliedby the volume fractionof the relevantphase. The equations are:

_(Osps) + V.(OspsUs) = 0 , (B-l)

-_--(Ogps) + V-(0spsu s) = 0 , (B-2)

_-(tOspsUs) + V'(OsPsur, us) = -OsVp + Ks(AU) + Ospsg " V'xs, (B-3)

_(OsPsug) + V'(0sPsUsU s) = "OsVp + Ks(Au) + Ospsg -V'x s, (B-4)

0__I'_l_ ]p_.--_-+ V.(Isus)- IsV.us= Rs - xs:Vus , (B-5)

Ps["-_- + V'(Isus) - IsV'us = "PV'(esug+ Osus) + Rg + [KA(Au) 2 - xs:Vug , (B-6)
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where 0 is volume fraction, p is material density, u is the velocity vector, p is gas pressure, K is interphase

momentum exchange (drag), Au is the slip velocity between the two phases, g is gravitational acceleration, _ is

the strain rate tensor, I is specific internal energy, and R is interphase heat exchange. The subscripts s and g refer

the above variables to the solid (panicle, droplet) or gas phase, respectively. The strain rate tensor has been

presented and discussed in detail elsewhere30,31; it incorporates a mixing-length model for turbulence.

These coupled partial differential equations are solved using an explicit finite difference scheme that is a

simplification of the implicit muln'fieldflow technique29. The simulations discussed in this paper are based on

two-dimensional, axisymmetric solution of the above equations. The finite difference grid uses cell dimensions

ranging from 1 m to 200 m, depending upon the scale of the problem of interest; the simulations presented here

used dimensions ranging from 5 m to 20 m. The method has proven valuable for modeling many explosive

eruptive phenomena30"34.

The following equations of state and constitutive relations are employed:

Is = cysTs (B-7)

ts = <B-8)

p = (y- 1)ps/g (B-9)

Og = 1 -Os (B-lO)

Kg = -Ks (B- 11)

Rg = "Rs (B-12)
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30,psCd [Au[ (B-13)
Ks = 16r,

Rs = -30: [e T4, agT_s] 30skg [2.0 + 0.6(Rylsl2pr]/3]AT rB-14)
rs t s s- 2r2

Ry, = 2ru[ 0]-15)
v,

Prg = cpgpgvg (B- 16)
kg

AT = Ts- Ts 03-17)

where Cvis the specific heat at constant volume, T is temperature, T is the ratio of specific heats forthe gas (here

assumed to be 1.33, for steam), Cd is the coefficient of drag between particle and gas (here taken to be - 1.0), rs is

the particle radius, IAulis the absolute value of the slip velocity, e is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant for radiative

transfer, es is the infrared emissivity of the particles, ag is the infrared absorptivity of the gas, kg is the thermal

conductivity of the gas, Vgis the kinematic viscosity of the gas, and Cpgis the specific heat at constant pressure

for the gas. Equations B-7,8 relate the specific internal energies to temperatures, assuming constant specific heats.

Equation B-9 is the ideal gas equation of state, using the properties of steam at high temperature. Equation B-13 is

the drag function whereby momentum is transferred between the two phases. Equation B-14 is the interphase heat

transfer term, includingradiative and convective terms. Material properties and implications of these equations are

discussed in detail in Ref. 30.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Schematic cross sections showing hypothetical eruption of basalt from a dike that penetrates the

repository, with lithics being derived in equal proportions from ali levels between the repository and the surface

(a), or lithic derivation concentrated in the upper few meters of the dike or conduit (b).

Figure 2. Simplified geologic map of the Paiute Ridge area, emphasizing basaltic rocks6. Pzu - Paleozoic

basement rocks (mainly carbonates), undivided; Tpu - Paintbrush tufts, undivided; Tmu - Timber Mountain tufts,

undivided (includes Rainier Mesa and Ammonia Tanks members); Qac - Quaternary alluvium and colluvium.

Figure 3. Cross section through Paiute Ridge area (A-A' in Figure 2), showing present day topography and

geology, with inferred topography at the time of basaltic activity in lighter lines. Dikes are extrapolated to original

depths based on modem exposures off the.plane of the cross section. Tpi - Paintbrush tufts; Tmr - Rainier Mesa

member of Timber Mountain Tuff; Tma - Ammonia Tanks member of Timber Mountain Tuff.
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Figure 4. Schematic sketch of typical basaltic dike at PaiuteRidge showing effects on the wallrock tuffs (a), and

field sketch of basaltic clairewhere maximum wallrock welding is offset from the dike margin (b).

Figure 5. Two snapshots of the temperature fieldof a small basaltic magma I_'dy, emplaced into country rock at

time t = 0. The initial magma temperatureis 1200 C, whilethe initialcountryrock temperature is 200 C. Two-

dimensional time-dependent conduction of heat through the country rock is also computed, but is not shown in

these snapshots. The magma viscosity is dependenton the maximum temperature in the domain at a given time.

At t = 5.688xi0 "4 years, a downwelling plume is just forming at the center of the roof; downwelling plumes are
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also present along the two vertical walls, although they do not show on these plots. By t = 2.738x10 -3 years, the

plumes from the sidewalls and roof center are weil-developed and are gradually adding to a growing stable layer at

the base of the chamber. The stable base continues to grow at the expense of the unstable mp.

Figure 6. Schematic diagram showing the dependence of pyroclastic facies types on local accumulation rate and

clast temperature, modified from Ref. 16.

Figure 7. Snapshots of clast volume fraction at 2_5 s (a) and 45 s Co)after initiation of run _, showing initial rise

of clast-ladon jet. The simulations arc axisymmetric half-spaces, with the left side of the domain _,_ag the

symmetry axis. The bottom boundary is a free-slip boundary; the top and fight boundaries have zero gradient

(outflow) conditions. The vertical and horizontal axes are each 700 m long. By 45 s a fountain structure has

developed within the lowermost three contours, and a low concentration plume is rising buoyantly above the

foumam (the innermost comour represents a particle volume fraction of about 10"3, with each contour repre:_e_tAng

an order of magnitude decrease moving away from the lower left corner). Also shown are clast temperature

contours at 45 s (c), with the hme_most contour representing a temperature of 1423 K, and the outermost

representing 300 K.

Figure 8. Deposit accumulation rate (top) and clast temperature 0x, ttom) as functions of radial distance from vent

center for Runs 3, 4, and 8 (see Table 1).

Figure 9. Deposit accumulation rate and clast temperature for mns 4 (solid rims) and 9 (dashed rims), as

fiax-'tiom of radial distance from vent center.
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Table I. Eruption conditions for simulations.

Run velocity temp. H20 vent clast di& discharge
No. (m/s) OK) (%) rad. (In) (eta) rate (kg/s)

3 33.0 1200 0.06 10 1.0 3 x 106

4 140.0 1200 0.50 20 1.0 I x 107

8* 32.0 1423 0.50 10 1.0 3 x 105

9 140.0 1423 0.50 20 3.0 1 x 107

* Similar to PuuOo conditions.
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